
Operating Environment: Is noise a fac-
tor? Water, oil, grease, chemicals or tem-
perature extremes present? Special
lubricants can be provided by the factory,
as well as special bearings or sealed bear-
ings (pg. 69). Frequent movement
demands longer-wearing components
than occasional movement.
Rollability: If loads are to be pushed
manually, select the largest practical wheel
diameter, anti-friction bearings, and the
kind of wheel that will start and roll easiest
over the surface in question. On smooth
floors, the harder the tread the easier it will
roll. Conversely, soft tread wheels-
desirable for rough floors, outdoor use, or
for cushioning loads—can be difficult to
push manually under heavy loads.
See pg. 117  
for a Caster
Specification
Worksheet.
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One of our company’s oldest mottoes,
“Put it on Wheels and Keep it Moving”,
retains as much meaning now as ever. As
the oldest and most basic tool of material
handling, the wheel still holds the key to
productivity improvement in hosts of appli-
cations. And thanks to its modest cost and
flexibility, it remains the most popular and
most affordable answer to all kinds of hand-
ling problems. Consider just a few of the
benefits provided by castered equipment:
● Increased productivity and profits.

Non-productive handling time is slashed
and in-process materials are kept “on
the move”–without major capital outlays.

● Improved space utilization. Like man-
power, space is an expense that must
be utilized efficiently. Castered equip-
ment goes anywhere... forward or back-
ward... even up or down in some new
stacking systems.

● Safer working conditions. Properly
designed castered equipment is readily
controlled, reducing hazards often asso-
ciated with make-shift handling or even
with certain highly engineered systems.

● Flexibility. Castered equipment sur-
passes the most expensive “fixed” 
systems in its ability to adapt to chang-
ing production methods, product mix, 
or even a complete change of plans 
or location.

● Load protection. By preventing unnec-
essary rehandling, and by keeping
goods from being dragged or abused by
the wrong kind of powered equipment,
castered equipment can lessen the inci-
dence of damage.

FACTORS TO CONSIDER 
The following pages will describe what's
available in different types of wheels and
bearings, and their characteristics. But in
order to know what to look for in the con-
venient charts and nomenclature presented
there, you first need to ask certain ques-
tions about the application, such as:
Capacity: What will the maximum load
be? Don't forget the weight of the vehicle
itself! Does the possibility of overload,
shock loading, abuse or poor floors call for
a safety factor? Capacities shown in this
catalog are based on 3 m.p.h. intermittent
operation over smooth floors. Because of
varying conditions and differing corporate
philosophies, capacity ratings may differ
from one manufacturer to the other and
should never be used in place of specifica-
tions for making comparisons. (For exam-
ple, some makers require reducing their
ratings by 50% for power towing, which is
not the case with Hamilton's.)
Floor Conditions: Are they smooth? Must
elevator sills, railroad tracks or dock plates
be traversed? Are there chips or harmful
substances on the floor? And don't forget
about floor protection. In general, resilient
wheels are required for rough floors or
power-towed equipment—see the wheel
selection data on pp. 12-13.

SELECTING THE RIGHT 
CASTER
If providing flexible-path mobility is what
non-powered equipment does so well,
it's important to select the casters and
wheels that will do your job best. In this
way you can be sure of getting top per-
formance without excessive investment.
Wheels and casters are offered in a vari-
ety of types and sizes—not to confuse
you, but because differences in applica-
tions can create big differences in what
will perform best. And equally important,
selecting the right wheel or caster will
save money in the long run by heading off
downtime, excessive maintenance costs,
and premature replacement. For original
equipment manufacturers, it can mean
the difference between enhancing the
mobility and life of a product... or inviting
complaints with every sale.
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ACCESSORIES
Casters can often be made safer, more
versatile, or more efficient for specific uses
by equipping them with optional acces-
sories. Catalog pages 69, 70 show swivel
locks, wheel brakes, swivel assembly
seals, wheel bearing seals, and thread
guards. Keyway machining of wheels is
covered on page 69. Floor truck locks are
shown on page 72.

SPECIAL LUBRICANTS 
Swivel and wheel bearings are normally
pre-lubricated at the factory with a good
multi-purpose grease. Special lubricants
are available at slight extra cost for unusual
operating or environmental conditions such
as high heat or sub-zero temperatures,
moisture or humidity, solvents or chemi-
cals. Special bearing types and/or seals
may also be advisable in such applications
(see pages 11 and 69).

FINISH
Most medium and light duty casters have
zinc plated finish, as listed in the specifica-
tions for each series. Standard finish on
unplated casters is Hamilton Red or
Machine Gray enamel. Cast iron wheels
and wheel centers are Hamilton Red,
except that Duralast® centers are distin-
guished by Machine Gray which is also
used to identify drop forged steel wheels
and wheel centers, and Steeltest alloy
wheels. Caster hardware is zinc plated 
on all standard models except stainless
steel casters.

SPECIAL FINISHES
Some highly sophisticated processes are
available today that can improve the follow-
ing caster or wheel properties:
● Wear resistance 
● Surface hardness 
● Lubricity 
● Abrasion resistance 
● Corrosion resistance 
Stainless steel casters (see catalog pages
44 & 45) may or may not be the best
answer. For some applications a carbon
steel pad—or even a cast iron one—can
be specially treated and protected with a
high-tech coating that may solve the prob-
lem more economically. Such processes
are usually not cost-effective in small quan-
tities, but our engineering department will
be happy to advise you.

MAINTENANCE AND 
SAFETY TIPS
Although Hamilton Casters and Wheels
are painstakingly built from quality mate-
rials, their continued performance and
life depend upon two essential mainte-
nance routines:
1) Relubricate on a regular schedule;
2) Inspect regularly for loose bolts or

nuts, caster damage or misalignment,
and worn wheels or bearings.

REPLACEMENT
WHEELS, ETC.
When replacement or repair eventually
becomes necessary, Hamilton offers the
correct wheels, bearings or parts originally
supplied. Included in the caster specification
charts in this catalog you will find the cata-
log number (including bearing size) of the
wheel originally installed by the factory.
Replacement axles and spanner bushings
as used in Hamilton Casters will be found
on page 71. Consult factory for information
on replacement bearings.


